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Summary: According to McAfee Labs, data breaches rose 20%, in Q3 2018 vs.
the same period in the prior year in the financial sector. What should you expect
from cybercriminals in the future?
Competition is always on the mind of community bankers. One new area to monitor in this area perhaps
surfaced in some research by Bain late last year. It found 29% of those surveyed say they trust at least 1
technology company more than their primary bank and 54% said they trust at least 1 tech company more than
banks in general. Clearly, this shows keeping customer loyalty is tough these days.
Another tough area where banks are focusing efforts is in and around all things cyber. As digital efforts have
expanded in the industry, banks have significantly boosted security measures to thwart cybercriminals.
To see how things are going here, we look at data from the December McAfee Labs Threats Report. It found
financial sector data breaches rose 20%, in Q3 2018 vs. the same period in the prior year. Specifically, McAfee
researchers noted an uptick in spam campaigns using uncommon file types, namely IQY files (an Excel
format), in an attempt to bypass email protection systems. These campaigns encouraged users to click on
emails by using conventional social engineering phrases, such as "photos sent" and "please confirm." These
operations accounted for roughly 500k emails sent globally.
McAfee researchers also observed banking malware intended to evade two-factor authentication. Here,
malware was updated with slight modifications. One well-known hacking group, for example, has reportedly
begun distributing a new version of malware that can give criminals remote desktop access in order to swipe
information from banks, retailers and other businesses.
While these findings are troubling, they serve as an important reminder to banks to keep vigilant and try to
predict future vulnerabilities even as we learn from past attacks.
This issue is addressed in a separate report by McAfee highlighting areas of potential future exposure. Notably,
the security company expects cybercriminals to work more in tandem this year, creating more powerful threats
in areas such as mobile malware, botnets, banking fraud and bypassing two-factor authentication security.
In addition, McAfee warned about artificial intelligence (AI) being used as a weapon in future attacks. Criminals
have already demonstrated they can bypass AI engines and the next wave could be to use AI in malicious
software. This would significantly up the ante for all banks, but especially for community banks.
Certainly, these disconcerting developments accentuate the importance of staying up-to-date on security,
implementing upgrades and seeking professional help in thwarting attacks. For its part, the Federal Financial
Institutions Examination Council recently released an extensive guide of cybersecurity awareness resources
and statements for financial institutions to help.
This precarious situation also highlights the importance of ongoing training for employees to recognize
suspicious emails and how to react in the event of a suspected security breach.
We've said before that cybersecurity is an ongoing fight, and the latest data underscores the need for continued
vigilance. Banks can't afford to let their guard down as this battle rages on.
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BANK NEWS
Fed
Dallas Fed President Kaplan said there are still economic uncertainties that need to be clarified before he
believes rates should go up and the Fed balance sheet continues to unwind. He noted some issues of concern
were the global showdown, consumer sentiment under stress and interest-rate sensitive industries are showing
signs of decelerating.

Recession Re-think
JP Morgan analysts believe the apparent change in direction by the Fed may stave off a recession previously
predicted in 2020. Stated in a report on Feb 1st, "If the Fed is less spooked by full employment, more tolerant of
an inflation overshoot and less anxious to reach restrictive policy, then 2020 might not be a year to think about
recession..."

o CFPB:
The CFPB announced that it would revise payday loan regulation on short-term lending, stating that the current
regulation requirement hinders consumers' access to credit and competition. The new proposal will go through a
90-day comment period before going into effect, which is expected November 2020.
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